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C57/C58 LMS 5 plank Open Wagon (Steel/wood underframe) : 
These wagons were the most numerous of pre-nationalisation Company designs. They would have been seen in 
all parts of the country, and it is likely that any mixed goods train would have included one or more of them.  In 
BR days, one of D1666 seems to have served as a "tender" for the SR's Lancing Works USA tank, and another 
was used on the Newhaven West Quay line. Towards the end of their life, many were used for Engineers' spoil 
trains, possibly gaining the green triangle across the top-left corner that indicated "borrowed" revenue wagons.
ASSEMBLY:
C57 D1667 Steel Underframe — there are two lengths of solebar supplied:  use the LONG solebars. 
C58 D1666 Wood underframe —  use the solebar from the body moulding, and the headstocks from the ends of 
the underframe mouldings. The notches on the bottom edge of the sides under the door hinges prevented 
damage from the first hinge bolt head on the door.  Cut the small outer pegs off at the ends of the floor.
12mm spoked or 3-hole wheels & bearings are required. Some early wagons had "open" spoked wheels, although 
these would have been replaced at some time.
Remove parts from sprues with a sharp knife. Use solvent for assembly e.g. Liquid Poly or Revell Contacta 
Professional (Read & follow manufacturers' instructions). If using sprung 3-link couplings it is easier to fit them 
to the headstocks before construction. Hornby couplings can be fitted using the adaptor blocks. (Bachmann 
Mini couplings can be fitted if the outer holes are enlarged to  fit over the pegs). Fit bearings into back of "W" 
irons.  STEEL u/f only — fit axleboxes onto bearings,. You will find this easier if a small amount of solvent is 
put in the hole in the back of the axlebox first. Then  fit 'W' iron units to back of correct 
solebars. Thread buffer collars onto shanks (about 1/2 way along length) then push into buffer 
guides on headstock.  Fit solebars to floor, with the back of the "W" unit against the floor 
studs, then add headstocks. Ensure components are square, and add the wheels. Fit the 
brakegear (two sets) between the wheels (STEEL u/f only — with the side marked "F" facing 
outwards).
Assemble the body round the floor, starting with one end, followed by the sides and the other 
end. Leave for joints to set. Add the door springs, and the brakelevers as shown.
LIVERY: LMS - Body, solebars, headstocks including buffer guides Grey P38, rest black, with white lettering. 
Post 1937 — grey was replaced by Bauxite P39 & lettering was in the bottom LH corner with small LMS, 16T, 
& number on the 3rd, 2nd and bottom plank respectively. The tare on D1666 could be on the RH side, bottom 
plank, curb rail or solebar near the brakelever, or even on the curb rail below the "L"; and likewise on D1667 
(but not curb rail). BR - Body, solebars, headstocks including buffer guides: Grey Precision 126, rest black, with 
12T & Number on black panels in bottom LH corner, tare on bottom plank RH side.  More difficult to 
achieve is the unpainted timber finish , which on the real thing meant waiting for the existing paint to fall off.
Sample LMS Numbers (prefixed 'M' by BR):
D1666 :  24361, 54680, 91919, 92978, 96653, 113012, 114872, 122580, 130487, 133488, 134571, 139906, 348708, 
360790 — see LMS Wagons Vol. 1 for more numbers.
D1667 : 85457, 85698, 87067, 104838, 109621, 135109, 283664, 290553, 295015, 338968
FURTHER   DETAILS: LMS WAGONS Vol. 1 (OPC),  The  LMS Wagon (D&C).
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